In this paper, we propose content-adaptive refined error concealment schemes for video transmission over packet lossy networks. The proposed spatial and temporal error concealment algorithms improve the reconstructed video quality at the common loss rates encountered on the networks. To reduce the computational complexity, the proposed schemes make use of the existing information of Intra prediction modes from the coded bit-stream for spatial error concealment. Neighboring macroblocks mode information is used to adapt the partition size of the lost macroblock to enhance the temporal error concealment performance. In addition, overlapped motion compensation is used to avoid the spatial discontinuities. A hybrid spatio-temporal concealment scheme is also proposed to use the appropriate algorithm for the lost macroblocks in the Inter frames. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed schemes improve the concealment performance and reduce the structural degradations.
INTRODUCTION
The recent video coding standards achieve efficient compression by using the techniques of motion estimation and compensation, discrete cosine transform, and variable-length coding. H.264 or Advanced Video Coding is the international video coding standard jointly contributed by the ITU-T Video Coding Experts Group and the ISO/IEC Moving Pictures Expert Group [1] . Compared to the previous standards, H.264/AVC adopted new coding tools such as Intra prediction, loop-filtering, tree structured motion estimation and compensation and so on. This enables the coded bitstream to have more information such as the parameter sets, Intra prediction modes, and flexible slicing information.
When the compressed video bit-stream is transmitted over the error-prone channels such as a packet lossy network, it is possibly corrupted by the channel noise. All information contained in the lost packets will not be available at the decoder and thus the video reconstruction is of a poor quality. Many error resilience techniques such as resynchronization marker insertion and forward error correction (FEC) have been proposed to add side information in the coded bit-stream at the encoder side to make it more resilient to channel errors. H.264/AVC also employs several new error resilience tools to combat the channel errors. However, they still cannot guarantee to compensate the channel errors with good reconstruction quality. To reduce the quality degradations and improve the video quality, error concealment techniques are used at the decoder side as a post-processing module.
Error concealment has the advantages of not consuming extra bandwidth as FEC and not introducing retransmission delays as automatic retransmission request (ARQ). An error detection mechanism is required prior to error concealment for the location of the error region in the decoded video [2] . In this work, we assume that the error region is located and the focus is on the reconstruction of the lost video data using the error concealment techniques. We propose content-adaptive refined spatial and temporal error concealment algorithms, which conceal the lost region adaptively using the existing information available in the coded bit-stream and the neighboring correctly received regions.
PREVIOUS WORK ON ERROR CONCEALMENT

Spatial Error Concealment (SEC)
SEC methods assume that the video frames are spatially smooth in nature, and thus the lost content is reconstructed by interpolation from the neighboring pixels as proposed in [3] , and implemented in the reference software of the H.264/AVC standard [4] . However, this method does not consider the effect of edges in the vicinity of the lost content and therefore, blurring artifacts are observed in the edge regions of the frames. To resolve this problem, it was proposed in [5] to find the edges first and then interpolating along the edge direction. Robie et al. [6] used Hough transform to determine the best operation for either directional interpolation or filtering. The spatial interpolation can also be applied to the spectral domain such as DCT, as proposed in [7] . An iterative procedure called projection onto convex sets (POCS) was proposed in [8] to impose an additional directional constraint in addition to the smoothness constraint. Markov random fields based error concealment method was proposed in [9] . Xu et al. [10] proposed the use of gradient filters to determine the dominant edge direction for the missing content. Best neighborhood matching method was proposed in [11] , which exploits blockwise similarities within the frame to replace the missing content. Directional entropy of the neighboring edges was computed in [12] to switch between the directional and bilinear interpolation methods for the concealment of the missing content.
However, most of these existing techniques improve the concealment performance at the cost of high computational complexity. In Section 3, we propose an algorithm for SEC with a reduced computational complexity and improve the concealment by reducing the structural distortions.
Temporal Error Concealment (TEC)
TEC methods use the temporal information from the previous or the next frame to conceal the loss of the current frame, and assume the video content to be smooth or continuous in time.
Most approaches estimate the motion vectors (MVs) associated with the lost macroblock (MB) and perform motion compensation for the lost MB using the estimated MV. The simplest way to conceal a lost MB is to use a temporal replacement (TR) [5] method, which replaces the lost MB by the spatially corresponding MB in the previous frame. But TR fails when the motion in the video sequence is fast. Lam et al.
proposed a boundary matching algorithm (BMA) that selects the reconstructed MV satisfying the best spatial coherence criterion from a set of candidates coming from the MVs of the neighboring MBs [13] . The reference implementation of the H.264/AVC standard uses BMA for temporal concealment based on the spatial smoothness property [4] . Zheng et al. [14] introduced Lagrange interpolation schemes for concealment of the corrupted H.264/AVC video streams. Refined temporal concealment (RTC) using weighted boundary match was presented by Xu et al. [10] , in which a lost MB is divided into four blocks and the set of candidate MVs is increased. To exploit the temporal correlation between frames in the estimation of MV, the decoder motion vector estimation (DMVE) algorithm was proposed in [15] . The outer boundary matching algorithm (OBMA), which is a variant of BMA, was studied in [16] with the conclusion that OBMA performs better than BMA for temporal concealment at the same level of complexity. Chen et al. [17] proposed an approach that combines the overlapped motion compensation [18] and the side match distortion criterion to make the effect of lost MVs imperceptible. Kim et al. [19] proposed an adaptive block size (ABS) method that selects the concealment mode of the lost MB using the neighboring MB modes information.
The above approaches either estimate only one MV for the lost MB, or divide the MB into four blocks to estimate different MVs for different blocks of the lost MB. In the former, noticeable blocking artifacts are observed when the lost MB is in the regions containing fast or rotational movements, zooming, or incoherent motion between different parts of the video sequence. In the latter, division of the lost MB into four blocks may not be helpful for all types of video content. For homogeneous regions, it may be better to use the whole MB size for better concealment. The ABS method restricts the concealment mode of the lost MB to four different block sizes and does not consider the spatial continuity of the concealed MB with its neighbors. In Section 4, we propose an algorithm for TEC in which the MB partitioning size is decided adaptively depending on the neighboring MB mode information.
PMEC: PROPOSED SEC ALGORITHM
Intra prediction in H.264/AVC exploits the spatial correlation between the pixels of the neighboring MBs [1] . For the luminance (luma) samples, the prediction can be formed for each 4×4 sub-block or a full 16×16 MB. There are a total of nine optional pmodes (0 to 8) for each 4×4 sub-block and four optional pmodes (0 to 3) for a full 16×16 MB. For the chrominance (chroma) samples, each 8×8 chroma block has four optional pmodes (0 to 3).
For the concealment of the lost MB in Intra frames, the proposed prediction modes error concealment (PMEC) algorithm uses the information of prediction modes (pmodes) of the neighboring MBs already available in the coded bit-stream. The pmodes implicitly describe the orientation of the edges, which help in determining the dominant prediction mode (dpm) of the lost MB. The dpm corresponds to the dominant edge direction of the lost MB. The proposed PMEC algorithm for damaged Intra frames is illustrated using a flowchart in Fig. 1 . Determine dpm by voting
Conceal by interpolating in the direction of dpm comparisons. If the adjacent pmodes differ more than six times, the lost MB is split into four 8×8 blocks. For example, in Fig. 2 (a), we observe a smooth spatial region as the majority of the adjacent pmodes are identical, whereas in Fig. 2 (b), we decide to split the lost MB into four 8×8 blocks since the pmodes are different for most of the neighboring 4×4 sub-blocks. We avoid splitting the full MB into sixteen 4×4 sub-blocks as it increases the noise sensitivity and also consumes more time for concealment.
The sixteen pmodes of the 4×4 sub-blocks corresponding to the neighboring MBs are used to determine the dpm. If any neighboring MB is encoded as full 16×16, then each constituent 4×4 sub-block is considered to have the same pmode as that of the full MB. This is because the pmodes 0 to 3 of the 4×4 subblocks case are identical to the pmodes 0 to 3 of the full 16×16 MB [1] .
Fig. 3. Selection of four pixel values for computing the edge magnitude of eight pmodes.
For the luma component of the lost Intra MB, the dpm is determined by computing the edge magnitude of the pmodes for all neighboring MBs. The edge magnitude of each 4×4 available neighboring sub-block is estimated as follows:
i) Four pixels P 0 to P 3 are selected in a direction perpendicular to that indicated by the corresponding pmode as shown in Fig. 3 . ii) The maximum (max) and the minimum (min) pixel intensities among these four pixels are determined. iii) A distance d is determined as the Euclidean distance of the pixels having the max and min values.
The edge magnitude (EdgeMag) is then obtained as
where P = {P 0 , P 1 , P 2 ,P 3 } are the local luma pixel intensities. The edge magnitude for pmode 2 is zero as this mode does not define any edge. For each pmode, we initialize a counter to zero and increase it with the corresponding edge magnitudes of the neighboring sub-blocks having that pmode. Thus, we obtain the dpm for the luma component as the pmode having the maximum total edge magnitude, i.e. the maximum counter value.
For the chroma component of the lost Intra MB, the dpm is selected as the pmode that occur the most number of times among the neighboring chroma MB components. Traveling along the dominant edge direction as specified by the dpm, the detected edge is extended from each pixel in the lost MB to the neighboring pixels on the one-pixel-wide outer boundary of the lost MB as shown in Fig. 4 . The concealment of lost pixels is then done using interpolation [20] along the extended edge as (2) where p 1 
CAMP: PROPOSED TEC ALGORITHM
The proposed content-adaptive macroblock partitioning (CAMP) algorithm first determines the partition type of the lost MB to ensure a smoother concealment. Each partition is then temporally concealed with OBMA, as shown in Fig. 5 , as the distortion measure.
The candidate set of eight motion vectors (MV 0 , MV 1 ,…, MV 7 ) of the 8×8 blocks corresponding to the four neighboring MBs and the zero motion vector (ZMV) is used in the distortion computations. The candidate MB in the reference frame specified by the MV that yields the maximum boundary smoothness is selected for the temporal concealment of the lost MB. OBMA is preferred over BMA since it preserves the edge continuity between the lost MB and its neighbors [16] . After this initial concealment of the lost MB, post-processing is done using overlapped block motion compensation to remove the spatial discontinuities. 
Steps of the CAMP Algorithm
The proposed algorithm for temporal error concealment is described in the following steps:
1. Adaptively select the partition type of the lost MB (one out of eight possible types) depending on the macroblock mode information of the available neighboring MBs. 2. Conceal the individual partitions with OBMA as the distortion measure. This gives the initial concealed MB. 3. Split the initial concealed MB into four 8×8 blocks. 4. Post-process each of these 8×8 blocks using OBMC to avoid the spatial discontinuities. This gives the final concealed MB. 5. Repeat steps 1 to 4 for all lost MBs of the Inter frames.
Macroblock Partitioning
In H.264/AVC, a MB of the Inter frame can be encoded in the following modes: 16×16, 16×8, 8×16, and 8×8 [1] . If the 8×8 block is further partitioned, then the "split-and-merge" technique is used to determine its MV, i.e. the MV of the 8×8 block is the mean of the MVs of its partitioned sub-blocks. Using the MB mode information of the four available neighboring MBs, we determine the most suitable partition type of the lost MB from the eight possible types shown in Fig. 6 . 
After selecting the most suitable partition type for the lost MB using the neighboring MB modes information, each partition of the lost MB is concealed using different candidate set of MVs. This initial concealed MB is further processed with OBMC to avoid the spatial discontinuities. 
Overlapped Block Motion Compensation
Annex F of the H.263 standard [21] describes the overlapped block motion compensation (OBMC) technique, which can be used to retain the spatial smoothness in the concealment of the lost MB. The initial concealed MB is split into four 8×8 blocks, and each of these blocks is processed individually.
For each 8×8 block, the best estimated motion vector MV e has been determined in the first step of adaptive partitioning as explained above. If the partition type is 16×16, or 16×8, or 8×16, then each constituent 8×8 blocks of the partition will have the same MV as that of the partition. For example, if the 16×8 partition has a particular motion vector, then each of its two 8×8 blocks will also have the same motion vector. Besides the best estimated motion vector, two additional motion vectors are required: MV ab , the motion vector of the block at the adjacent above or below side of the current block, and MV lr , the motion vector of the block at the adjacent left or right side of the current block. Then, three predicted 8×8 blocks P e , P ab , and P lr are formed using these three motion vectors. The block P e is the concerned 8×8 block of the initial concealed MB. (11) where H e , H ab , and H lr are the weighting matrices shown in Fig.  7 , P is the final concealed block for the lost MB, and ">>" is the right-shift bit operator. In the case where a neighboring MB is not Inter coded, then the following modifications apply. If any neighboring MB of the lost MB was not coded or skipped (due to zero motion) during encoding, then its MV is set to zero. If any neighboring MB was Intra coded, then its MV is replaced by the best estimated motion vector MV e to determine the predicted block from the reference frame. Also, if the current block is at the border of the frame so that the neighboring MB is not available, then MV e is used to predict the neighboring block for the purpose of weighted concealment.
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ADAPTIVE HYBRID CONCEALMENT SCHEME
A hybrid spatio-temporal content-adaptive refined error concealment (CAREC) scheme using the proposed algorithms is discussed in this section.
For the lost MBs in the Intra frames, the PMEC algorithm is used to conceal the errors. We switch between the PMEC and the CAMP algorithms for the lost MBs in the Inter frames. For each lost MB of the Inter frame, we examine its four neighboring MBs to determine their encoding modes. If at least two neighboring MBs are not correctly received or decoded, then the concealed neighboring MBs are used for the concealment of the lost MB. The neighboring MBs could be coded as Inter with the relevant MVs, or coded as Intra with the prediction modes, or skipped due to zero motion. If any neighboring MB is skipped, then it is replaced with the MB located in the corresponding spatial position in the previous frame.
If the number of Inter coded MBs is greater than or equal to the number of MBs coded with the other two types, then the CAMP algorithm is used to utilize the temporal information in the concealment process. Otherwise, the PMEC algorithm is used for concealing the lost MB of the Inter frame.
ANALYSIS AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The PMEC and CAMP algorithms were introduced within JM ver. 18 of the H.264/AVC baseline profile reference software [4] . To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithms, we used six standard video sequences, namely CIF (352×288) resolution sequences Foreman, Stefan, Hall, and QCIF (176×144) resolution sequences Carphone, Table, and Salesman. We encoded the first 100 frames of each of these sequences at 128 kbps and 20 fps using dispersed FMO [1] . The GOP length was set to 25, i.e. an Intra frame was coded after every 25 frames of the video sequence. To simulate an errorprone environment, we dropped MBs at the common loss rates of 5%, 10%, and 20% [22] . Since the error concealment is a post-processing module in the decoder, we use the error-free reconstructed video sequence as the reference for quality calculations instead of the original uncompressed video to accurately determine the concealment performance. The CAREC scheme using the proposed algorithms was evaluated against the algorithms implemented in JM [4] and Xu"s method of Refined Spatial and Temporal Concealment (RSTC) [10] . The hybrid concealment scheme of CAREC is similar to that of RSTC.
Two quality metrics are used to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithms: Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PNSR) and the video quality index (Q) proposed in [23] . Q is based on the concept of structural similarity index (SSIM) [24] , which takes into account the luminance, contrast and structural degradations in the distorted image. To determine Q, weighted SSIM values are obtained for the luminance component of each frame in the test video sequence. These SSIM values are then averaged over the sequence by a frame weight adjustment, which considers the texture characteristics of each frame and the effects of motion between adjacent frames. To do this, a simple block-based motion estimation method is used to determine the motion vectors. The maximum value of Q is 1, and a value closer to 1 indicates that the concealed frame quality is closer to the quality of the error-free frame. The video quality index Q and SSIM have good correlation with the perceived video quality and the mean opinion score obtained from the subjective quality assessments [23] , [24] . The RSTC scheme determines the dominant edge orientation using a gradient filter whereas the CAREC scheme uses the existing Intra prediction modes of the neighboring MBs. This reduces the computational complexity of CAREC significantly, since the concealment is done using the existing information in the coded bit-stream. Table I shows the computational complexity required to conceal a 16×16 lost MB, considering all four neighboring MBs are available. The JM reference software [4] requires six additions, four multiplications and one division for concealment of each pixel of the lost MB. Thus, to conceal all 256 pixels of the lost MB, there are 1536 additions, 1024 multiplications and 256 divisions. For Xu"s method, edge detection is done using gradient computations which require five additions for horizontal and five additions for vertical Prewitt mask, two multiplications and one addition for squared gradient magnitude and one division for finding the slope of the edge. Since the gradient is computed on the sixteen boundary pixels of all the four neighbors, there are 704 additions, 128 multiplications and 64 divisions for gradient computations. For each of the 64 boundary pixels, one addition is required to increment the counter with the gradient magnitude for the corresponding edge direction. Seven comparisons of the counter are required to determine the dominant edge direction out of eight possible directions for the lost MB. Further, the directional interpolation requires two additions, two multiplications and one division for concealment of each pixel of the lost MB. Thus, to conceal all 256 pixels of the lost MB, there are a total of 1280 additions, 640 multiplications, 320 divisions and 7 comparisons. Additionally, if the dominant edge direction is not an integer so that the detected edge falls on half-pixel boundary locations, then an extra two additions and two shifts are required to compute the two half-pixel boundary values. In this case, there are an extra 512 additions and 512 shifts to conceal the whole MB.
The proposed algorithm of PMEC first sorts the four pixel intensities to find the maximum and minimum values, thus requiring six comparisons for each pmode. To compute the edge magnitude for each pmode, one addition and one division are required as shown in eq. (1). Thus, for all sixteen pmodes, there are 96 comparisons, 16 additions and 16 divisions. One addition is required for incrementing the counter corresponding to each pmode, so 16 more additions are required. Eight comparisons decide the dpm out of nine possible pmodes for the lost MB. Directional interpolation requires two additions, two multiplications and one division for concealment of each pixel of the lost MB. Thus, to conceal all 256 pixels of the lost MB, there are a total of 544 additions, 512 multiplications, 272 divisions and 104 comparisons. Additionally, if the dpm is either 5, 6, 7 or 8, then an extra 512 additions and 512 shifts are required to conceal the whole MB. Overall, the proposed algorithm of PMEC/CAREC is faster compared to these two existing techniques due to its lower computational complexity.
For temporal concealment, the candidate set of MVs in RSTC is increased by including the mean, median and diagonal MVs of the neighboring MBs, and the lost MB is always split into four 8×8 blocks. Due to this, certain blocking artifacts are observed as shown in Fig. 8 (a) as the splitting of lost MB into four blocks is not always helpful and the spatial continuity is not retained. In CAREC, the lost MB is partitioned adaptively into different block sizes and each partition is concealed with the different sets of MVs giving a smoother concealment. The proposed scheme also uses OBMA for distortion computation instead of BMA as used in JM and weighted BMA in RSTC, and thus accurate MVs are used to determine the best matching candidate MB from the reference frame. Table II gives a comparative analysis of PSNR with the three concealment algorithms at different MB loss rates for all the test video sequences examined in this work. Average PSNR was computed for the error-free sequence and for the concealed sequence with the JM implementation (PSNR JM ). The PSNR improvements with the RSTC and CAREC schemes with respect to JM were obtained as
These differences were averaged for the hundred frames of the test video sequence and their standard deviations (σ) were computed. CAREC scheme improves the PSNR performance at all MB loss rates for all the test video sequences under consideration compared to the JM implementation and the RSTC scheme. The maximum PSNR improvement with the CAREC scheme is 1.4 dB relative to RSTC and 2.9 dB relative to JM. A similar analysis with the video quality index is presented in Table III with
The CAREC scheme achieves higher quality values, with a maximum improvement of 0.09 relative to RSTC and 0.19 relative to JM. Since the proposed algorithms in the CAREC scheme maintains the structural similarity of the concealed MB more closely with that of the neighboring MBs, the quality improvement with CAREC is higher compared to the RSTC scheme.
CONCLUSION
The proposed algorithms adapt the concealment mechanism of the lost MBs in the Intra and Inter frames depending on the neighboring available MB information. The computational complexity of the CAREC scheme is lower than the JM implementation and the RSTC scheme since the existing information of Intra prediction modes is used in the spatial error concealment. Due to the adaptive partitioning of the lost macroblocks in Inter frames, different candidate motion vectors are used for each partition making the temporal concealment smoother. The hybrid switching scheme improves the concealment of the damaged Inter frames by using the spatial concealment algorithm if no neighboring temporal information is available. 
